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The Cloud Series captures the essence of comfort, given its expansive
seats and cosy cushions - designed to look and feel like you’re floating on
air. With the high back versions of the Cloud sofa, Italian-born, Swedishbased designer Luca Nichetto ups the ante in terms of intimacy.
This time, the shape is still long but leaner, with feather-filled cushions
that look sleek. And instead of a back structure that ends at your back, this
version extends upwards and beyond. “I wanted to enhance the experience
of lightness with more linear cushions,” explains Nichetto. “At the same
time, the high back version is more enveloping and inclusive. It’s truly like
you are in your own world – even when you are sharing it with someone else.”
The effect? A sofa that acts like a private enclave, creating intimacy both
physically and acoustically.
Choose from a 2-seater or 3-seater both with two cushions and explore
a myriad of colours, fabrics and leathers to match the high-rise back.
Plywood forms the structure for the armrests and back, while the base
is comprised of solid wood and steel. The steel legs are diminutive and
discrete, coated in black, chrome or bronzed.
“We live in a world with so many distractions,” says Martin Kornbek Hansen,
CEO at &tradition. “The Cloud Series is a breath of fresh air. Conceptually
it is all about feeling free, yet free to focus. The high-back version makes
people feel safe and able to share a private space together. Nichetto has
succeeded in questioning convention, something we value very much at
&tradition. Reinventing a cloud as a metaphor into something tactile and
real. Expressed in a contemporary design that’s enduring and inviting.”
Whichever version appeals to you most, once you sit in them you do not
want to leave them.
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180cm / 70.9in
Seat height: 40cm / 15.7in

Product category

High back sofa

Production Process

The frame is made from formpressed and CNC milled
plywood and the base is built from steel and solid
wood. The legs are made from solid steel rods. Frame
and base is covered in soft CMHR foam and all pillows
are made from a mix of CMHR foam, Comforell fibers
and feathers.

Environment

Indoor

Material

Plywood frame. Solid wood & steel base with no-zag
springs. CMHR foam, Comforell and feather pillows.
Solid steel legs. Fabric or leather upholstery.

Dimensions (cm/in)

H: 115 cm/ 45.3in D: 90cm/35.4in, W: 180cm/70.9in,
Seat height: 40cm/15.7in

Weight (kg)

60 kg

Leg options

Bronzed
Chrome
Warm black powder coating

COM - Material Consumption

Fabric usage; 15 meters based on 140cm roll
COM must be approved by &tradition to ensure suitability for upholstery

Strength, Durability and
Safety Testing

The Cloud sofa range is tested for strength, durability
and safety according to EN 15373 Level 2 - General
contract use.

Cleaning Instructions

Please download our Material Cleaning Instructions
through www.andtradition.com

Package Dimensions (cm/in)

H: 120cm/47.2in, W: 180cm/70.9in, D: 90cm/35.4in

115cm / 45.3in

PRODUCT

COLOURS

Chrome

Bronzed

Warm black powder coating

